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Runtime:43 min2011 -    2014 (Ended)
Genres:Crime
Network:AMC
The Killing is an American drama series on AMC. The series premiered on April 3rd 2011. 
 
 From writer, executive producer and series showrunner Veena Sud (Cold Case), The Killing is based on the wildly successful Danish television series Forbrydelsen and tells the story of the murder of a young girl in Seattle and the subsequent police investigation.
 
 The Killing ties together three distinct stories around a single murder including the detectives assigned to the case, the victim's grieving family, and the suspects. Set in Seattle, the story also explores local politics as it follows politicians connected to the case. As the series unfolds, it becomes clear that there are no accidents; everyone has a secret, and while the characters think they've moved on, their past isn't done with them.
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Actors
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Stephen Holder
Joel Kinnaman
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Sarah Linden
Mireille Enos
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Gwen Eaton
Kristin Lehman
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Mitch Larsen
Michelle Forbes
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Stanley Larsen
Brent Sexton
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Bullet
Bex Taylor-Klaus
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Reviews (0)
There are no reviews of the series The Killing.
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News (3)
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The nominations of the Broadcast Television Journalist Association

After the nominations of the TCA the BTJA (Broadcast Television Journalist Association) also made their nominations known. The BTJA, of course, know their business because they have nominated only the best actors and...

 4 Jun 2014

[image: 'The Killing' renewed after all]
'The Killing' renewed after all

Last year AMC cancelled its drama series 'The Killing', but according to an official statement the series will be brought back to life: Netflix announced they will renew the show for a fourth and final season. This...

19 Nov 2013

[image: The Killing cancelled again]
The Killing cancelled again

A year after AMC cancelled The Killing after two seasons, the network has done it again following the mystery drama’s third season. In a statement, network AMC says, "We have made the difficult decision not to move...

11 Sep 2013
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Forbrydelsen
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True Detective
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Game of Thrones
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Dexter
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TV Guide
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